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One of the early write-ups on The Rational Walk was George
Risk Industries ($RSKIA), a Graham-style micro-cap that I
looked at in early 2010. One advantage of looking at micro-
caps is that they are often simple and at a scale newer
investors can better relate to.  
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Market cap was $21 million then and is $59 million now. Controlled by the Risk family, it is

essentially a (very lightly traded) family company. Then as now, it is overcapitalized with a

very large securities portfolio. 
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CEO Ken Risk died in 2013. His daughter took over and is still CEO today. My original article

from January 2010: 
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George Risk Industries: A Potential Bargain With Limited Downside Risk
Few publicly traded companies are more obscure than George Risk Industries, a
small Nebraska manufacturer of security alarm products. With a market
capitalization of $21 million and very low trading …

https://rationalwalk.com/george-risk-industries-a-potential-bargain-with-limited-downsid…
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The company is located in Nebraska. It is overcapitalized and makes boring industrial

products. It reminded me of Dempster Mill, an early Buffett investment that I wrote about a

few days ago. 
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Dempster Mill Manufacturing Company
One of Warren Buffett's early investments profoundly influenced his approach to
turnaround situations

https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/dempster-mill-manufacturing-company

But I concluded that there was no catalyst at George Risk. Even if one could build a position

in these very illiquid shares, the Risk family called the shots. And they have been content to

retain the securities portfolio. 
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George Risk Industries Resembles Buffett’s Dempster Mill But Lacks a…
We first profiled George Risk Industries in early January and noted that the
company was massively overcapitalized and represented a potential bargain for
investors. George Risk designs, manufactures…

https://rationalwalk.com/george-risk-industries-resembles-buffetts-dempster-mill-but-la…
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I find George Risk interesting and have thought about writing it up again, but it is not an

actionable idea for most investors. Still, from an educational standpoint, if you are interested

in reading a very simple 10-K, it is a good one to check out. 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/84112/000149315222022508/form10-k.htm 
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I thought about George Risk today because it might have been a better example for my

thread on skimming a 10-K. That thread used Carvana as an example, but Carvana is a much

more complicated company compared to George Risk. 
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https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/84112/000149315222022508/form10-k.htm


If I could write the 10-K thread again, I'd pick something super simple like RSKIA rather

than Carvana. And I might still revisit George Risk in a new business profile. But I think

readers prefer companies that are not quite so thinly traded. 
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Let’s say you just found out about an investment 
idea.  

You could check stock quote, go to the investor 
relations site, or look at social media. 

But your first step should be the 10-K report every 
public company must file with the SEC. 

Let's walk through the basics. 

1/
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PS: I have to say that I admire the way they compensate directors (no zeros omitted).  

It's strange how when you don't have agency problems, the obscene pay issues we see at most

public companies usually disappear.
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• • •

There are no agency problems at George Risk Industries.

America is full of these types of success stories and they are always interesting to read about.

Someone building a mini-Berkshire could do a lot worse than acquiring this little company,

but there is probably no reason for the family to sell.  

Our History | George Risk Industries, Inc.
George Risk Industries, Inc, has designed and manufactured industrial and
commercial products for 50+ years. Learn more about our history today.

https://www.grisk.com/about-us/history/

The new write-up I mentioned in this thread was posted last night. Here is a link (free to

read):

George Risk Industries
A small manufacturer is massively overcapitalized but controlled by the founder's
family. Minority shareholders can go along for the ride but may never see a
catalyst.

https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/george-risk-industries
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